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Abstract. Supercomputers offer a wide range of pos- 
sibilities for advancing knowledge and solving difficult, 
real-world problems. Solute transport-related theory and 
applications have long been an area of specialization 
within hydrology. In this review, recent applications of 
supercomputers to solute transport problems are presented. 
These applications are based mostly on the assumption of a 
dilute solute, allowing the governing equations to be 
decoupled. An application of supercomputers i the 
simulation of solute transport in large heterogeneous 
spatial domains by both direct solution of the governing 
equations and by particle-tracking methods. An impetus 
for this research has been the rapid increase in predictive 
dispersion models based on analytical stochastic theory. 
Up until now, relatively few applications have incorpo- 
rated algorithms designed with a targeted supercomputer in
mind, with the result that the machine's potential cannot be 
exploited fully. Since many numerical problems are 
reduced to solutions of algebraic systems when they are 
implemented on computers, algorithms for linear algebraic 
systems of equations suitable for vector and parallel 
machines are discussed in some detail. Data analysis, 
necessary both for evaluating emerging theories and for 
more "routine" applications like determining model 
parameters, is identified as another general area that is ably 
handled by supercomputers. In particular, supercomputers 
offer a way to become less dependent on parametric 
assumptions and constraints, substituting, instead, raw 
computational power. Visualization techniques and 
associated facilities have flourished alongside the develop- 
ment of supercomputer centers. These offer the possibility 
for real-time viewing of solute transport processes, both 
real and simulated, although little has been produced thus 
far. It is expected that many more researchers involved 
with subsurface solute transport will make use of super- 
computers in the future. 
INTRODUCTION 
Hydrological uses of computers are increasing 
monotonically with the passage of time. We are now into 
the third phase of the "computer revolution" where 
"problems are being routinely defined that could not even 
have been conceived without the existence of computers" 
[Wallis, 1987]. Certainly, available supercomputers 
continue on this "revolutionary" path. There are two rather 
obvious trends in the use of supercomputers. First, the size 
of problems which becomes feasible continues to increase 
in magnitude. Here the word "size" refers not only to 
computer-related limitations, e.g., speed or number of 
processors, amount of memory, input/output and physical 
storage capacity, but also to the complexity level of the 
models investigated. Second, smaller, more routine 
analyses are carried out much more rapidly and accurately, 
sometimes in real time. 
Supercomputers embody the notion of speed. Unfor- 
tunately, it can be difficult to realize high rates of comput- 
ation. There are two basic paths by which computer 
calculational rates can be improved. In the first, rates are 
increased by speeding up the passage of information in the 
machine and the response time of the processors. 
Theoretically, information cannot be transmitted faster 
than the speed of light. Superconductors offer a possible 
way to increase presently available transmission rates. 
Reducing the distances between the machine components 
is another, more obvious method of speeding up informa- 
tion transfer. The circular architecture of the Cray X-MP 
illustrates an approach of this type. This and other 
limitations are discussed by Seitz and Matisoo [1984], who 
indicate that the limits of the available technology may be 
in sight. 
The second way to increase computational rates is to 
perform more calculations at the same instant. Vector 
machines achieve their speed by operating on vectors 
rather than scalars, whereas parallel machines increase the 
number of processors in the computer. With this simple 
statement it is apparent that, on the one hand, a vector 
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machine needs to operate on vectors most of the time to 
achieve speeds close to its rated maximum. That is, the 
degree to which an algorithm will vectorize determines its 
suitablity for running on a vector processor. On the other 
hand, parallel machines achieve the same result by 
completing many computational tasks simultaneously on 
different processors. The combination of an army of 
vector processors produces a hybrid, vector-parallel 
machine. For a given algorithm, then, the degree of 
parallelism, or concurrency [Sharp, 1987], achievable in its 
implementation is the overriding factor in determining its 
computation rate. So far, only "course-grained" paral- 
lelism has been referred to. The operations to be per- 
formed, such as matrix multiplication, can be separated 
into independent component parts, each of which is carded 
out independently, "in parallel." Often, the instructions to 
a machine central processing unit (CPU) (e.g., loads, 
stores, adds) can also be carded out in parallel, yielding 
"fine-grained" parallelism. Very long instruction word 
(VLIW) machines [Fisher, 1984] overlap processor 
instructions that can be carried out in parallel with 
substantial increases in computation rate. The advantage is 
that VLIW machines can operate in scalar mode, relying 
on a sophisticated compiler to produce fine-grained 
parallelism in object code. There are, apparently, no 
VLIW machines that are supercomputers, although 
minisupercomputers of this type are available. 
Simply transferring codes from serial to vector or 
parallel machines may not result in very impressive 
speedups. This point is demonstrated clearly by Pelka and 
Peters [1986], who compare computation rates for scalar 
and vectorized finite element solutions of a groundwater 
flow model. Particularly for parallel machines, the 
algorithms used may turn out to be not very efficient. Not 
surprisingly, algorithms favored on sequential machines 
tend to be those that minimize the number of arithmetic 
operations necessary to complete the task at hand. Vector 
processors carry out pipelined operations. Pipelining 
refers to the process by which the arithmetic operations are 
broken down into a number of elementary subcomponents. 
Each subcomponent operation depends on the results from 
the previous subcomponent. By operating on vectors, the 
calculations on each pair of operands can be performed 
simultaneously in assembly line fashion, hence the term 
pipeline. The nature of the pipelining is such that for some 
time no restfits are available while the necessary subcom- 
ponent operations are completed for the first time. This is 
known as the start-up time. It is clear that short vectors 
should be avoided as much as possible, since start-up time 
is incurred for every new pair of vectors operated upon. 
The effect of the degree of vectorization of an algorithm, 
as given by Amdahl's law [Amdahl, 1976; Eramen, 1987], 
is presented in Figure 1, where it is shown that the relative 
(or actual) performance is a function of the fraction of the 
algorithm that vectorizes. The curve labels list possible 
speedup, i.e., the ratio of possible vector speed to scalar 
speed on the computer. A machine that has a possible 
speedup of 50 but vectorizes only 90% of the code will 
achieve a speedup of only 8.5. Denning [1988] discusses 
Amdahl's law as it applies to parallel processors. 
Parallel machines are affected by factors apart from 
simply the total number of operations. Both the time taken 
to communicate between processors and the synchroniza- 
tion of the computational tasks need to be considered. 
Adams and Crockett [1984] present methods to quantify 
these timing costs using a linear system example. More 
generally, on parallel machines there are two ways by 
which speedup can be enhanced. First, the problem is 
broken into independent subproblems. Monte Carlo 
simulations provide an immediate example suited to this 
treatment. Other examples include matrix multiplication 
or scalar products, both of which can be parallelized. 
Second, the algorithm can be reordered so that the degree 
of parallelism increases. 
This brief introduction indicates that realizing the 
potential performance of a supercomputer is often more 
than simply loading and running an existing computer 
code. The characteristics of the machine being used 
dictate the methods by which substantial speedups can be 
obtained. Supercomputers can be used to provide very 
substantial gains in solute transport modeling capability 
and concomitant understanding of the relative importance 
of the processes involved. Problems involving large-scale, 
heterogeneous domains and complex chemical reactions 
become open to analysis. However, the time taken to mna 
problem is always a limiting factor to some degree. 
Therefore the design of a computer code is worthy of 
serious consideration. General methods by which 
supercomputers can be utilized efficiently are one focus of 
this review. An overview of transport heory for a single 
solute species in a density-dependent flow is presented 
first, followed by numerical approaches to solving the 
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Figure 1. Relative performance, or speedup, R/S, plotted on a 
logarithmic scale as a function of the fraction of the code 
vectorized. R is the realized speed and S is the machine's scalar 
speed. Three hypothetical vector processors are considered, with 
the curve labels corresponding to the value of R/S for fully 
vectorized code. 
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governing equations. It is shown that solute transport 
models are certainly candidates for numerical solution 
using supercomputers. The foundation of these numerical 
solutions is solving linear systems of equations in an 
efficient manner. Modem algorithms developed for vector 
and parallel machines are presented. Data analysis 
constitutes another area where supercomputers can be of 
great benefit. A summary of conceptually simple but 
highly computationally intensive, nonparametric estima- 
tion procedures is included. The number of studies 
concerning various aspects of solute transport hat have 
used supercomputers i  relatively limited. There is little 
doubt that supercomputer-based research endeavors will 
increase. Even considering the existing research, it is 
apparent that very little effort has been devoted to "pushing 
the envelope" of supercomputer performance in solute 
transport applications. 
THEORY OF MISCIBLE FLUID FLOW 
Solute transport problems must always be considered in 
the context of a particular scale, e.g., a catchment basin, 
part of a basin, a geological structure, or a laboratory 
apparatus. Many researchers have developed theories 
applicable to the macroscale, defined as being much larger 
than the microscale or pore scale [e.g., Gelhar et al., 1979; 
Chu and Sposito, 1980, 1981; Gelhar and Axness, 1983; 
Winter et al., 1984; Dagan, 1982, 1984, 1987]. These 
foundational theories are not directly relevant to supercom- 
puter applications except inasmuch as they are necessary to 
provide the governing models which must be solved by 
some means. It is worth noting, however, that the 
approaches used in deriving these theories are open to 
debate. For example, Sposito et al. [1979] identified and 
reviewed three approaches used to derive foundational 
theories leading to the commonly used macroscopic solute 
transport equation applicable in an isothermal, saturated 
porous medium: 
Oc/Ot = V.(D'.Vc)- v. Vc (1) 
where t is time, D' is the solute dispersion tensor, v is the 
solute velocity, and c is the solute concentration in 
solution. Equation (1) is just the familiar convection- 
dispersion equation (CDE). The three approaches, which 
are based explicitly on, or are tantamount to, averaging 
operations applied at the microscale, are all subject to 
either mathematical or physical assumptions which have 
yet to be proved rigorously [Sposito et al, 1979]. 
Under appropriate circumstances, foundational theories 
produce macroscopic equations like (1) that, with some 
assumptions, are applicable in practice. Typically, a 
number of coupled, nonlinear equations are reduced to a 
few, possibly decoupled linear equations using simplifying 
assumptions. It is apparent, however, that complex field 
applications could require numerical models describing 
nonisothermal, multiphase, multispecies, density- 
dependent solute transport in variably saturated 
heterogeneous porous media. The parameterizafion 
requirements of such a model could well exceed available 
knowledge of the necessary consfitufive or chemical 
relationships. Even with adequate resolution of these 
issues, the numerical solution of such a model is a 
significant ask requiting, certainly, a supercomputer for 
results to be obtained in a reasonable time scale, if at all. 
There have been few attempts to develop general codes for 
these extreme, but relevant, conditions. 
The density of subsurface water is very often nearly 
constant, or at least it is assumed to be so. The density 
varies with changes in temperature, pressure, or presence 
of dissolved chemicals. Density changes can become 
noticeable if these quantifies undergo large variations. It is 
possible for dissolved solutes to produce extreme density 
changes. In some countries, waste disposal in salt 
formations is under consideration. In such areas, and in 
the freshwater/seawater interfaces of coastal regions, the 
density dependence of the fluid components must be 
considered in any modeling of the system [Huyakorn et al., 
1987; Hassanizadeh and Leijnse, 1988; Herbert et al., 
1988]. 
In groundwater applications, density effects of thermal 
variations are typically ignored. Likewise, the problem is 
simplified further if only nondeformable media are 
considered. Both of these effects will be important in 
some cases, and both are the subject of readily available 
treatments. For example, the problem of heat and mass 
transport is discussed by Bear [1972, section 10.7.2]. 
Thermal effects cannot be ignored, however, if geologic 
time scales are considered. Bethke [ 1985] and Bethke et al. 
[1988] model reactive chemical transport in sedimentary 
basins over long time scales making use of a machine with 
a novel parallel-vector structure [Kuck et al., 1986]. 
A thorough derivation of the governing equations for a 
single solute species in a rigid, saturated medium is given 
by Hassanizadeh and Leijnse [1988]. With suitable 
assumptions they recover the familiar forms: 
o•p k 
n -• = V.p•.(Vp - pg) (2a) 
&0 k 
n -•- - •.(Vp - pg).Vc0 = V.(D.Vc0) (2b) 
In obtaining these equations, Hassanizadeh and Leijnse 
[1988] have assumed the presence of a rigid porous matrix 
and isothermal conditions. No production or removal of 
solute is accounted for. The density of the fluid is 
dependent on both its solute mass fraction c0 and fluid 
pressure p. A suitable relationship between these quan- 
tifies is given by the density state equation [Bear and 
Verruijt, 1987, section 3.2; Hassanizadeh and Leijnse, 
1988]: 
p(c0, p)/po: exp [yc0 - [•(p - Po )] (3) 
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The coefficients ),and [3 in this formula are best considered 
as fitting parameters which attain specific values for given 
solutes. The dynamic viscosity of the fluid, •, will change 
with to as well: 
g = m(to)go (4) 
where re(to) is a function to be specified for the specific 
solute. If go is defined to be the reference dynamic 
viscosity when to = 0, then m(0) = 1. 
The ease with which numerical solutions of the 
nonlinear system (2) are obtained depends, among other 
things, on the dimensionality and extent of the spatial 
domain and the degree of variability of the coefficients. 
These factors alone, in the context of a practical simula- 
tion, make the use of a supercomputer desirable. If the 
system is further complicated by, for example, a nonlinear 
chemical reaction or the coupled transport of a number of 
solutes, then the need for a supercomputer becomes more 
advantageous. 
To show that (2) reduces to (1) as a special case, we 
consider the definitions of concentration and mass fraction. 
Solute concentration c isequivalent toMs/V r, and the mass 
fraction to is equivalent to Ms/M r Thus c/to = M•Vr-- p, 
or to = c/p. Figure 1 of Herbert et al. [1988] shows that, 
for a solution containing up to 26% of salt by mass, 
P/Po -- 1 + 0.2to O<to<l (3') 
For to << 1 (dilute solutions), to-- c and !x -- go. Under 
steady flow conditions, (2b) then reduces, approximately, 
to (1). An alternative expression to (3) or (3') for the 
solute density state equation is available when the volumes 
of the components in the final solution are additive 
[Herbert et al., 1988]: 
P/P0 = pS/[(1 - to)pS + toP0] (3') 
Herbert et al. [1988, Figure 1] show (3') is likely to be a 
good approximation in practical cases. However, it should 
be noted that the dependence of fluid density on pressure 
has been neglected in (3') and (3'). 
The governing equations can be manipulated into forms 
suitable for numerical solution [e.g., Huyakorn et al., 1987, 
Appendix A; Hassanizadeh and Leijnse, 1988]. It is very 
common to ignore the coupling between (2a) and (2b) for 
dilute solutions. The question of how dilute the solution 
has to be before this assumption is valid is not easily 
answered. Even for very dilute solutions moving in the 
subsurface nvironment this assumption may need to be 
considered carefully, particularly in aquifers. Sudicky et 
al. [1983] and Freyberg [1986] analyzed nonreactive 
solute transport experiments at the Borden site. These 
experiments tracked the movement of plumes in a sandy, 
unconfined aquifer [MacFarlane et al., 1983]. In both 
experiments the solute mass fraction of the injected fluid 
was very small (<5 x 10-3), but appreciable v rtical plume 
movement (approximately 1 m in 120 days) was observed. 
Identified as possible causes for this downward movement 
were the presence of a vertical component in the local 
groundwater velocity field due, perhaps, to aquifer 
recharge or, second, density differences between the 
injected plume and the native groundwater. The relative 
magnitude of these effects is uncertain at this time. 
Stochastic Solute Transport 
Recent, comprehensive reviews of the stochastic 
approaches to water flow and solute transport in 
groundwater have been published by Dagan [1986] and 
Gelhar [1986]. The starting point is the recoupled form of 
the water flow and solute transport equations, meaning that 
a dilute solute is considered. The logarithm of the 
hydraulic conductivity, In (K), is treated as a random 
spatial function with known constant mean and spatially 
stationary covariance function. Stationaxity refers to the 
assumption that the covariance function is unchanged by 
spatial translation. The low-order statistics of the 
piezometric head (i.e., fluid potential) and flow field can 
then be calculated. With the assumption of a constant 
porosity the statistics of the groundwater velocity field 
follow directly. The stochastic solute transport equation is 
just (1) except that v is now a random spatial function with 
known low-order statistical properties. The solute 
concentration c is the dependent variable in (1), and hence 
it is a random function as well. Theoretical analyses have 
focused on ensemble averaging, i.e., averaging over all 
possible realizations of the velocity field in (1) to derive a 
governing equation of (c), the ensemble mean concentra- 
tion [Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Dagan, 1984, 1987, 1988; 
Neuman et al., 1987]. Theories based on the stochastic 
CDE essentially treat the solute drift velocity as a random 
variable with assumed low-order statistical properties. 
They are, however, not without fundamental problems, as 
discussed by Sposito et al. [1986]. These authors noted 
that each aquifer represents a single realization of the 
stochastic process under consideration, whereas the results 
of a stochastic analysis represent the statistics for the 
ensemble of realizations. The results of the stochastic 
CDE approaches, therefore, are not applicable to a 
particular aquifer unless additional assumptions are made 
[Dagan, 1984]. Numerical simulations reinforcing this 
point are presented below. 
The ensemble mean concentration staffsties, ap- 
proximately, a macroscale transport equation similar to (1), 
except that the dispersion coefficient components are now 
functions of time. For a coordinate system aligned with 
the mean flow direction (axis 1), Sposito and Barry [1987] 
derived the macrodispersion coefficients 
t 
DMii(t) = I I Sii(v:, t') exp (-•Dii•i ) cos (vvq t') d}cdt' 
0 i (5) 
where Sii(lc, t) is the Fourier transform of the stationary 
velocity covariance function and D ii are laboratory scale 
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dispersion coefficients. Once the function Sii is specified, 
the macroscale dispersion coefficients can be evaluated 
without difficulty. 
A major advantage of the theory lies in its practical 
applicability when some basic conditions are satisfied. For 
example, the authors cited above assume the presence of a 
large-scale velocity field with a uniform, constant mean. 
Because the theory quantifies the effect of the local-scale 
velocity variations on solute dispersion, one needs "only" 
to estimate the low-order statistics of the hydraulic 
conductivity field in order to predict macroscale disper- 
sivity, and thus spread, of large-scale solute plumes. 
Various researchers have investigated the value of 
theoretical predictions in the light of field experimental 
data. The main body of analytical results derived using 
stochastic theory applies only for ideal tracers under 
assumptions that may not be widely applicable. The 
degree to which the assumptions can be relaxed in practice 
needs to be clearly defined. Second, the effect of chemical 
and biological reactions at the field scale is difficult to 
determine analytically. Some of these issues have been 
investigated using supercomputer simulations, as discussed 
below. 
Numerical Solutions 
Fully three-dimensional, transient numerical solutions 
of the complete governing solute transport equations have 
not been the subject of many studies as the computational 
load is very large. Saltwater intrusion poses a serious 
threat to groundwater supplies in many coastal areas 
[Newport, 1977], and this has prompted modeling efforts, 
many of which have been based on the "sharp-interface" 
assumption. A variety of numerical solutions have been 
presented by Lee and Cheng [1974], Segol et al. [1975], 
Segol and Pinder [1976], Huyakorn and Taylor [1977], 
Taylor and Huyakorn [1978], Frind [1982a, b], and 
Huyakorn et al. [1987]. The Galerkin approach is used 
typically. For example, Huyakorn et al. [1987] consider 
the governing system 
•_• a• ac pq (6a) V-[K-(V  + c)] = Ss -•- + nrl-• Pw 
•c 
V-(D-Vc)- v-Vc = n •-• + q(c - Co) (6b) 
P/P0 = 1 + ec/c• (6c) 
Application of the Galerkin technique for these equations 
yields [Huyakorn et al., 1987] 
A•j•j + B•j •- = F• 
~ do • Eucj + B•j•- = 
jr = 1,..-, mt (7a) 
I = 1,..., mt (7b) 
where the subscripts refer to nodes, m t is the total number 
of nodes, •j and cj are unknown head and concentration 
vectors, respectively, to be determined, and the coefficient 
matrices are given by Huyakorn et al. [1987]. The finite 
element equations (7) represent a transformation of the 
model (6) to a system of algebraic equations. Note that all 
numerical solutions involve the solutions of linear systems. 
Perhaps the most crucial part of using a supercomputer 
efficiently is solving such systems efficiently. Because of 
the importance of linear algebraic systems in the solution 
of solute transport models, various solution methods are 
examined in detail below. 
Having a supercomputer available can influence ven 
the basic approach to obtaining numerical solutions. The 
finite difference method applied to the above problem 
would give a different linear system of equations which 
would also have to be solved numerically. The trmite 
element method, although more suited to irregular 
domains, is usually time consuming to code. Finite 
difference methods are more simple to set up but not as 
versatile. A scientist must invest considerable time and 
effort to set up a problem so that a high-accuracy numeri- 
cal solution with reduced CPU time and storage require- 
ments will result. The question which then arises is 
whether this investment is justified in the face of the 
relatively cheap, high computation rates and large memory 
available on a supercomputer. 
MATRIX EQUATIONS: MODERN SOLUTION 
METHODS 
In this section, algorithms leading to the solution of the 
linear system Ay = b (where A is a known, often banded, 
square coefficient matrix of dimension N, y is an unknown 
vector, and b is a known vector) will be discussed. 
Elements of these arrays are identified by aij for the 
elements of A, etc. The type of supercomputer available 
will be the arbiter of the best algorithm to use. In par- 
ticular, algorithms designed for a single vector processor 
cannot be expected to perform well on a massively parallel 
machine. The literature devoted to numerical methods for 
the solution of linear systems of equations on supercom- 
puters is very extensive, and only a small overview can be 
attempted here. Ortega and Voigt [1985] review general 
applications of vector and parallel machines to the solution 
of partial differential equations. For the purposes of this 
section, we will refer frequently to the degree of paral- 
lelism of an algorithm, meaning the number of operations 
that can be carried out at the same time [Hockney and 
Jesshope, 1981, section 5.1.2]. On a vector machine this is 
given by the maximum vector length that can be processed 
at a single time, and on a parallel machine it is the number 
of processors operating concurrently. 
Direct Methods 
The most familiar direct method is Gaussian elimina- 
tion, which solves Ay = b by reducing A to triangular form 
and then proceeding to arrive at the solution by back 
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substitution. On vector machines it can be shown that 
Gaussian elimination is not a suitable method of factoriza- 
tion. Parallel machines fare somewhat better, since for 
each step in the reduction, each column of A can be 
handled independently. Voigt [1977] details the efficient 
implementation of the factorization phase of Gaussian 
elimination in the Cray-1. 
Ortega and Voigt [1985] point out three drawbacks to 
using factorization algorithms on parallel arrays: (1) the 
degree of parallelism is reduced at each step, (2) signifi- 
cant communication between processors is necessary, and 
(3) it ma:9 be•difficult to schedule the work efficienfiy. An 
example of drawback 3 is row pivoting, i.e., swapping 
rOws in the matrix to avoid rounding errors induced when 
dividing by small numbers. It is likely that introducing a
sequential process uch as a pivoting strategy would cause 
substantial programming difficulties. 
Another approach is to Use the GiVens or Givens- 
Householder algorithms [Young and Gregory, 1972, 
section 4.2] to tridiagonalize A by a series of plan e 
rotations. For parallel processors the Givens algorithm is 
slightly more effective [sameh and Kuck, 1978]. The 
resulting tridiagonal systems can be solved by substitution 
using the Thomas algorithm [Noye, 1982]. The Thomas 
algorithm, however, is manifestly serial. For example, a 
lower triangular, upper triangular (LU) factorization eeds 
to incorporate operations of the type 
Ui : di - f i ei-1/Ui-1 i: 2,' '', N 
where the elements of the upper and main diagonals and 
subdiagonals re given by d/, e i, and f/, respectively, and 
the u i are the diagonal e ements ofthe upper matrix of the 
LU factorization. The dependency of u i on ui-1 precludes 
vectorization or parallelization of this statement. VLIW 
machines, on the other hand, perform very well in this 
situation. An immediate way to parallelize (8) is to solve it 
iteratively in vector form [Traub, 1973]. The convergence 
rate of the iterations increases with increasing diagonal 
dominance of the system. Parallel direct methods have 
been developed as well. Stone [1973] reformulates (8) as 
i 
(9) 
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written as 




where w is the relaxation parameter and k indexes itera- 
tions. The scheme, which diverges unless 0 < w < 2 
[Hager, 1988, section 7-3], is usually termed successive 
over relaxation (SOR) for 1 < w < 2 or successive under 
relaxation (SUR) if 0 < w < 1, while it reduces to the 
Gauss-Seidel algorithm if w = 1. 
Although the Jacobi method is eminently suited to 
computation on parallel or vector machines, it converges 
too slowly to be useful. At the same time, the more rapidly 
convergent SOR method does not present any easy mutes 
to computation by parallel methods. Asynchronous SOR 
[Kung, 1976; Baudet, 1978; Barlow and Evans, 1982] is an 
alternative for parallel machines. Basically, Jacobi-like 
iterations are carried out by independent processors, with 
each processor picking up the most recent iterates from a 
common memory. Under fairly general conditions the rate 
of convergence is not reduced when compared with the 
usual serial form of the algorithm. 
An interesting iterative scheme, termed the quadrant 
interlocking method, was developed by Evans and 
Hatzopoulos [1979], Evans et al. [1981] and Evans [1982]. 




where u i = q]qi-1. All the qi can be found in log 2 N 
iterations. By comparison, serial machines solving (8) take 
time proportional to N. 
Iterative Methods. 
Iterative methods tend to be more suited to parallel and 
vector machines than direct methods. The Jacobi and 
Gauss-Seidel methods are well-known examples of 
iterative schemes. Relaxed Gauss-Seidel iteration is 
Z• (11b) 
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The triangular portions of (11) are filled with elements to 
be determined. These unknown elements are calculated 
beginning with the outermost elements in the unknown 
matrices. The algorithm proceeds by first assigning 
Zli = au ZNi = aNi i = 1,. --,N (12a) 
Next, the 2 x 2 linear systems are solved: 
1. Increment k by 1, then calculate 
[•: r•r•/p•np• 
r,+l = r, - •k Apk 
^ B-1 rk+ 1 ---- rk+ 1 
0•k: rk+ 1 rk+l 
•iN•NN3LWiN3 Ld'•J 
i=2,...,N- 1 (12b) 
Equations similar to (12) can be solved to find the other 
unknown elements of W and Z. Each ring of elements can 
be calculated independently, and the computation is suited 
to parallel processing. With these operations completed, 
the original linear system becomes 
or 
WZy = b (13a) 
Wz = b (13b) 
Zy = z (13c) 
Equation (13b) is solved for the intermediate unknown 
vector z, whereupon (13c) is solved for y. 
The Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method 
The conjugate gradient method (CG) was first presented 
by Hestenes and Stiefel [1952]. The method is based on 
the fact that the solution of Ay = b minimizes the quadratic 
functional yrAY - 2bry if A is symmetric and positive 
definite [Hager, 1988, section 7-5], and the superscript T
indicates transposition. It is this functional which is 
minimized to obtain the unknown vector y. In the absence 
of rounding error the method converges to the exact 
solution for y in N steps. It has been observed that for 
some matrix types a reasonable approximation to the 
solution is obtained after relatively few steps, leading to 
the use Of the method as an acceleration technique. The 
convergence rate of CG depends on the condition number 
of A. Pieconditioning iS therefore used to increase the 
convergerice rate [Hager, 1988, section 7-5]. Concus et al. 
[1976] note the following advantages of the method: (1) 
not all of A needs to be stored in memory at one time, (2) 
unlike r•laxation schemes, e.g., (10), parameters used by 
the algorithm are automatically determined, and (3) some 
restrictions on A required by other methods can be relaxed. 
A vectorized preconditioned CG (PCG) algorithm was 
given by Kershaw [1982]. 
The first step in the algorithm is to choose a precon- 
ditioning matrix B, related to A, such that B is symmetric 
positive definite and the system B f = r is easily solved. 
For example, B could be the tridiagonal part of A. One 
version of the PCG algorithm is 
0. Guess Y0. Solve B• 0 = b - Ay 0 = r 0. Let P0 = •0. 
Pk+l = rk+l + O•k Pk 
2. Compute Y,+I = Y, + •,P, 
3. If convergence condition is not satisfied, go to step 1. 
If A is not symmetric and positive definite but is 
invertible, then premultiplying the equation Ay = b by A r 
gives a system in the required form. The PCG algorithm 
then involves more computations, however. An alternative 
is the ORTHOMIN algorithm [Behi e and Vinsome, 1982]. 
Qualitatively, the ORTHOMIN algorithm is similar to the 
one given above, although the computational work load is 
increased because of the nonsymmetric oefficient matrix 
A. Details of the algorithm, related vectorization issues, 
and applications to petroleum reservoirs are given by Behie 
and Forsyth [1983, 1984]. 
On vector machines, PCG-type methods appear to be 
the most efficient available for linear systems of equations 
encountered in subsurface flow problems, as shown in a 
recent study by Meyer et al. [1989]. The choice of 
preconditioner is related to the type of computer used. 
Meyer et al. [1989] compared a number of preconditioning 
schemes implemented on the Cray X-MP/48, a vector 
machine, and the Alliant FX/8, an eight-processor 
vector-parallel machine. Overall, low-order polynomial 
preconditioning [e.g., Saad, 1985] was found to give the 
best results. The largest problem solved by Meyer et al. 
[1989] involved 980,000 unknowns and took ap- 
proximately 1 hour CPU time on the Alliant, with a factor 
of 15 speedup expected for the Cmy. Ababou et al. [1988] 
used a Cray-2 to perform a large-scale three-dimensional 
flow simulation but did not use the PCG method. For this 
case, Meyer et al. [1989] estimated that using polynominal 
preconditioning with CG would have reduced the comput- 
ation time by an Order of magnitude. This example 
highlights the importance of algorithm selection for 
large-scale problems. 
Other Methods 
Other solution methods, although useful, have not been 
discussed in this section because of space limitations. For 
example, many problems lead to sparse coefficient 
matrices that are solved efficiently by using the multigrid 
method [McCormick, 1987]. Supercomputers have been 
applied in a variety of multigrid applications [McCormick, 
1988]. Spectral solution methods exist as well [Voigt et 
al., 1984]. Further information can be obtained from the 
review of Ortega and Voigt [1985] or the summary of 
Hockney and Jesshope [1988, chapter 5]. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
New or updated solute transport models appear 
regularly in the hydrological literature. Like any scientific 
theory, models must be tested and evaluated by compari- 
son with experimental data to ascertain their usefulness in 
practice. Two types of tests are performed commonly. In 
the first, more rigorous case, the model parameters are 
determined independently of the experiment, if possible. 
Then, with knowledge of the experimental conditions, the 
model is applied to predict some initially unknown aspect 
of the experimental system. The second case, which is not 
a model test, is simply to fit the model to the data by some 
procedure which determines its parameters. If the model 
fits well and the parameter values coincide with the 
analyst's expectations, then the model has been 
"validated." We refer to these two possibilities as testing 
by prediction and testing by validation, respectively. 
An example of the experimental difficulties involved in 
applying theory predictively is provided by the Borden 
aquifer solute transport experiment [Roberts and Mackay, 
1986]. This extremely valuable and meticulously per- 
formed experiment was carded out in a hydrologically 
uncomplicated aquifer. Known quantifies of solutes were 
injected into the aquifer, and their subsequent movement 
was monitored by an extensive sampling array over a 
3-year period. By averaging the experimental data over 
the vertical axis, Freyberg [1986] and Sudicky [1986] 
found that the theory of Dagan [1982, 1984] predicted the 
temporal growth of the tracer plume's second central 
moments reasonably well. Analyses of this experiment 
have highlighted the large uncertainties introduced by lack 
of knowledge of the initial configuration of the solute in 
the aquifer [Barry et al., 1988; Naff et al., 1988]. 
Because testing by prediction is not often a viable 
option, testing by validation becomes the standard by 
which models are judged. In a given case the inclusion of 
substantial experimental noise ensures that a large class of 
models fits the data equally well. This scenario will 
always favor more simple, even empirical models, as there 
is little point in invoking a complex, albeit more theoreti- 
cally sound model if it offers no advantages over simpler 
approaches. Therefore experimental uncertainties can be 
seen to have a profound effect on the degree to which a 
new theory is regarded as being an improvement. 
Scientists and engineers frequently wish to characterize 
a transport process in the light of a selected model. 
Mechanistically, this case is identical to testing by 
validation in that the goal is to determine the model's 
parameters. Nonlinear regression is used to fit the model 
and so obtain estimates of the parameters. Statistical 
theory provides a very elegant solution to this problem for 
linear regression with normally distributed measurement 
errors. Efron [1982, chapter 1, 1988] suggests that the 
constraints imposed by parametric statistical theory can be 
abandoned in an age of readily available, large-scale 
computers and inexpensive computation. Some of these 
computationally intensive techniques are reviewed in the 
following. In doing so, we echo the sentiment expressed in 
the recent article of Tichelaar and Ruff [1989], who aimed 
to "promote the use of resampling techniques in 
geophysics." 
Presume that the model under consideration is a scalar 
function f=f(E; P) of the independent (known) variables E 
and unknown parameters P,whe re E is a matrix and P is a 
vector composed of elements pj. The experimental d ta 
consist of n e measurements, f/(E/), i = 1, ß ß -,ne. Def'me a
scalar "distance" function as H(e•, e2), where • and e 2 are 
locations in the space of independent variables. Usually, 
we take H(ex, e2) = lex -e 2 12 or H(ex, e2) = lex 
- e21, where the former choice is the square of Euclidean 
distance and the latter is the absolute value of the distance. 
In these and many other cases, H satisfies some 
"stationarity" assumption, i.e., H = H•(r), meaning that H 
is unchanged by translation. In fitting the model, one 
minimizes the discrepancies between the model and the 




d = •]H[f(E; P)- fi(Ei )1 (14) 
i=1 
Minimization of d can be achieved by 
of (14) with respect to the model 
3d _ 3 •-/[f(E; P) - f• (Ei)] j = 1 .. n•, (15) 
i=1 
where np is the length of P. The combination f 
parameters yielding a minimum d is obtained by the 
solution of the simultaneous equations: 
3d/3pj = 0 j = 1,..., n t, (16) 
Equation (16) is, in general, a system of nonlinear 
equations. In this outline of regression it has been 
assumed that the model output is scalar. Extension to a 
vector of predictions follows without difficulty. 
Traditional linear regression results when the system 
(16) is linear in the elements of P, the function H in (15) 
measures the square of Euclidean distance, and the 
distribution of prediction errors satisfies the normality 
assumption. After fitting the model it is necessary to 
check a posteriori, among other things, that the distribution 
of residuals, si (where s i = H(f(E; P) -f/(E/)]), 
i = 1, ß ß., n,, is approximately normal [Cox and Snell, 
1968]. If this condition is satisfied, it follows that one can 
calculate a covariance matrix of the residuals as well. 
Linear theory gives both an estimate of P and an indication 
of the accuracy of this estimate. 
The Bootstrap 
What happens when the residuals do not satisfy the 
normality assumption or when the model is nonlinear? A 
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useful computer-based method is the bootstrap. Efron 
[1982, section 5.7] outlines the method. In brief, the idea 
is to use the data set to define the distribution of residuals. 
This empirical distribution is resampled a large number of 
times to create synthetic data sets. For each resampling an 
estimate P* of P is obtained using some nonlinear fitting 
method such as that of Marquardt [1963]. The bootstrap 
estimate of P is PB, the mean of the P*. The bootstrap 
estimate of the covariance matrix C a of Pa is 
1 • (p,k _ PB )(P*k - PB )r (17) Cz =n*-I 
k=l 
where n* is the number of resamplings and the superscript 
k identifies the various P* for the resampled data set. Of 
course, many variations of this procedure are possible. 
Note that the groundwater literature contains examples of 
precisely this method [e.g., Yeh and Wang, 1987], although 
the term bootstrapping has not been used as such. The 
research of Yeh and Wang [1987] was directed at 
parameterizing solute transport models. These authors cite 
other, similar analyses. The role of supercomputers in 
parameter estimation is apparent from the observation of 
Yeh and Wang [1987] that the "intensive computational 
effort required by the Monte Carlo method... may 
prohibit [its] application to... large scale problems." A 
more complete review of model parameterization studies in 
groundwater hydrology is given by Yeh [1986]. The 
generality of these methods is that they can be applied in 
conjunction with many existing applications. Recent 
examples to which this comment applies are the parameter 
estimation studies of Kool and Parker [1988], who 
analyzed unsaturated flow, and Mishra and Parker [1989], 
who dealt with both water flow and solute transport. 
Cross Validation 
Cross validation has been used frequently to estimate 
spatial covariance functions [e.g., Samper and Neurnan, 
1989]. The method has at its base a very simple idea 
which can be applied in many contexts. For example, data 
from the solute transport experiment at the Borden aquifer 
had to go through a multistep analysis before the desired 
spatial statistics were obtained [Freyberg, 1986; Barry et 
al., 1988]. In the case of solute plumes the statistics of 
interest are often the plume's zeroth-, first-, and second- 
order spatial movements, from which one can estimate the 
plume mass, mean position and variance. The calculation 
of these quantifies amounts to a number of triple integra- 
tions to be carried out numerically. Central spatial 
moments are defined by 
1 )i gij•(t) = M000 (t) I (Xl - gl (x2 - g2)/ 
ß (x3 - !.t3 )• Co (x, t) dx (18) 
where Mooo(t) is the plume mass and Co(X, t) = c(x, t)0(x, t). 
The function co will be known or estimated at only a finite 
number nt of locations or as averages over small volumes 
centered at those locations. An interpolation procedure 
must be performed to estimate Co at unsampled locations. 
Again, this involves a nonlinear egression procedure, and 
in principle, the nonlinear regression procedure described 
above, or any of the methods described by Yeh [1986] 
could be used. This includes methods from spatial 
statistics [Ripley, 1981], including geostafistical methods 
[Journel and Huijbregts, 1978]. However, as the aim is 
simply to estimate the integral in (18), simple alternatives 
based on cross validation seem reasonable. One procedure 
could consist of defining the interpolator: 
•g [Hg (x, xi , t, ti ); Plc0 (xi ,ti ) 
Co (x, t) = 
•g [Hg (x, xi, t, ti ); el 
i=1 
(19) 
where H is a "distance" function of both space and time, g 
e.g., H. m H.(x•, x 2, q, t2), and the function 
g(/-/g; P)'generali[es/-/s' to include anumber of adjustable 
parameters in the vector P. Elements of P can be used in 
the definition of Ho, e.g., to scale the distance function. 
Cross validation th%n consists of choosing P so as to 
minimize S•, where 
nt nt 
Scv: •Hr [Co (Xj , tj ) - •co (xi ,t/)l (20) 
j=• i=l 
If g[ttg(x, , t, t); P] = o% then the function i (19) will 
reproduce the measured data. The cross-validation idea, 
written as an equation in (20), is to try to predict each 
measurement using the rest of the data set. The sum of the 
prediction errors, S•, is minimized to yield P. The method 
given here is to try any number of different functions, g, in 
(19), selecting the one that gives the least S•. Other 
functional forms could be used in (19) instead of the linear 
combination suggested. Note that g can be defined to 
include only a limited spatial or temporal domain in (19). 
A variation of this procedure (called the "supersmoother"), 
discussed by Efron [1988, section 6], is to define the 
function g as a linear interpolant and then to select the size 
of the spatial domain using a criterion like that in (20). 
When a suitable g is chosen, Co in (18) is replaced by the 
interpolant in (20), and the required integrations are 
performed numerically. The moment estimates obtained in 
this manner are point estimates only. It is possible to 
calculate estimated variances of these point estimates, 
again by some resampling scheme. One such scheme is 
jackknifing. 
lackknifing 
Assume, as in (18), that we wish to derive a statistic, Q 
from a data set. The method used to calculate Q (e.g., 
maximum likelihood) is known or suspected to be biased. 
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Jackknifing [Quenouille, 1956; Gray and Schucany, 1972] 
is a technique to reduce bias in the estimate of the statistic 
Q. The data set, consisting of n• measurements, is divided 
into k groups, each containing rn elements. Each group is 
removed, in turn, and the statistic Q(/3, j = 1, ß ß., k, 
corresponding to Q is calculated. The jackknifed estimate 
Q• is then given by 
where 
Q: kQ - (k - 1)•j (21) 
k 
j=l 
The variance ofQ? Var (Q), is estimated from [Tukey, 
1958] 
k 
Var (Qj)= k- 1 •[• _ Q (0/)]2 (22) k 
j=l 
Mosteller and Tukey [1968, section E2] show that under 
certain conditions, confidence intervals for Q•,, the 
population parameter being estimated, can be derived from 
TO = (QJ - Qt, ) [Var (Qj)]-•/2 (23) 
where TQ has a t distribution with k- 1 degrees of
freedom. A detailed description of the construction of 
confidence intervals using this approach is given by Barry 
and Sposito [1990]. 
Visualization 
Improvements in data visualization have kept pace with 
developments in computing hardware. Plotters and 
associated software are standard equipment. Much 
specialized hardware and software is available also. A 
powerful combination for real-time simulation is the 
combination of supercomputer computational rates and a 
dedicated graphics workstation. An example utilizing this 
technology was undertaken as part of a more general study 
on solute transport. Three-dimensional visualizations of 
the bromide tracer plume from the Borden site experiment 
[Roberts and Mackay, 1986] were generated using 
facilities at the National Center for Supercomputing 
Applications (NCSA). Briefly, the raw data, consisting of 
solute concentration measurements at given spatial 
locations for the 14 plume samplings, were fitted to an 
interpolation function using the NCSA's Cray X-MP/48 
computer following the cross-validation procedure 
described above. Full details are given by Barry and 
Sposito [1990]. Dense (4-8 x 104 points), regular grids of 
interpolated concentration data were produced, and surface 
contours--three-dimensional versions of contour 
lines--were computed using the "marching cubes" 
algorithm [Lorensen and Cline, 1987]. The contour 
surfaces are allowed to be semitransparent and so allow the 
passage of light. Since contours are formed at regular 
concentration i crements, domains of higher concentration 
are surrounded by more surfaces than areas of lower 
concentrations. When (mathematical) light rays are passed 
through the surfaces, they are diffused. Domains contain- 
ing relatively higher concentrations appear as being 
relatively more opaque. There is complete freedom in how 
the final images are viewed due to variations in the light 
source and observation positions. 
Some renditions of this process appear in Plate 1. The 
bromide plume after 462 days of travel time in the aquifer 
is viewed as moving, approximately, from the upper fight 
to lower left portions of Plate la. Plate lb provides a side 
view of the plume. The image is clearly very unsymmetri- 
cal, the front and rear portions corresponding to the 
vertically averaged bimodal two-dimensional p umes noted 
by Freyberg [1986]. Solute transport appears to be highly 
concentrated along very stratified layers within the aquifer. 
The difficulty in achieving complete plume sampling is 
revealed by the lagging edge of the plume apparently 
extending beyond the image into an unsampled area. Plate 
lc displays the plume moving directly toward the view- 
point. The suggestion that solute transport is dominated by 
the more highly permeable regions within the aquifer is 
reinforced. These observations are consistent with the 
finding of Sudicky [1986] that the ratio of the vertical and 
horizontal correlation length scales of the hydraulic 
conductivity at the Borden site suggests that the aquifer is 
strongly anisotropic and, indeed, reflects the lenticular 
geological structure. There is a clear indication, also, that 
a mobile-immobile region model might provide an 
adequate representation of solute breakthrough in this 
system, as already found by Golz and Roberts [1986]. 
The images in Plate 1 are but a few of a large group. In 
terms of computational effort, the total CPU time required 
to produce each image ranged from 10 rain to 10 hours on 
an eight-processor Alliant X-8 minisupercomputer. 
SOLUTE TRANSPORT ON SUPERCOMPUTERS: 
APPLICATIONS 
Subsurface hydrology researchers are utilizing the 
increasingly available supercomputer time and resources. 
The extent of supercomputer use, however, is not extensive 
at the present ime. An overview of recent applications 
follows. 
Particle Tracking 
Nomeactive solute transport can be modeled quite 
effectively by using particle-tracking techniques. All 
approaches to date are based on the dilute solute assump- 
tion; i.e., the water flow model is solved separately to give 
the groundwater velocity field. This velocity is then used 
to provide the deterministic motion of the "solute" 
particles in the simulation, with an additional random 
component providing the dispersive mechanism. The 
theoretical basis of the method is the Langevin equation. 
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Plate 1. Three-dimensional images of the bromide tracer in the 
Borden aquifer experiment. In all images, the upper line of data 
gives the elapsed time (in days) since solute injection, and the 
coordinates (in meters) of the solute plume bounding box in a 
Cartesian system aligned with the mean groundwater flow (the x• 
axis). The x 3 axis is positive vertically upward from the ground 
surface. (a) The plume viewed from above, with the x• axis 
passing diagonally from the upper right to the lower left of the 
viewpoint. (b) Side view of the plume. The mean flow is from 
left to right. (c) Frontal view of the plume. In this case the 
plume is moving directly toward the viewpoint. 
The one-dimensional form of this stochastic differential 
equation is [Gardiner, 1983, section 4.1] 
dz/dt - a(z, t) + b(z, t) •(t) (24) 
where a and b are known functions and •(t) is a stochastic 
forcing function idealized as white noise. As it stands, 
(24) has no physical meaning because white noise is delta 
function correlated [van Kampen, 1981, chapter VIII]. If, 
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however, we follow the It6 interpretation, then (24) is 
equivalent o 
t+At 
z(t + At) - z(t) = a[z(t), t]At + b[z(t), t] I •(t') dt' (25) 
t 
where At is a finite time interval. Clearly, different 
realizations of •(t) will influence the location of the 
particle under consideration. Under suitable conditions, 
(25) is equivalent to the Fokker-Plank or Kolmogorov 
forward equation [Cox and Miller, 1965, chapter 5]' 
•}P 1 •}2 (b2p) •(aP) 
- (26) 
-3T - • •z 2 Oz 
P(z, t) is the probability density function of the position of 
any particle whose movement is controlled by (25). 
Conversely, the distribution of a "large" number of 
particles will be described by (26) [Barry and Sposito, 
1988]. With appropriate choices of the functions a and b, 
(26) is equivalent o the equation describing the transport 
of a nonreactive solute under the assumption that density 
effects can be ignored. A common problem with particle- 
tracking methods is the noisy solute distributions resulting 
from the simulations. Distributions are derived by 
assigning a solute mass to each particle and averaging over 
a specified domain size. The noise is proportional to 
1IN 'm, where N' is the number of particles. The most 
straightforward way to reduce noise is to increase N', 
although smoothing or filtering of the concentration 
predictions may be more economical computationally. 
Similar equations can be derived for multidimensional 
forms of (24). Thus solutions to (26) can be obtained by 
using a Monte Carlo approach applied to (25). Each 
particle in the simulations moves independently, so (25) is 
well suited to evaluation by a supercomputer. Indeed, the 
degree of parallelism can be at least the number of 
particles in the simulation. Computationally, particle 
tracking is algebraically uncomplicated and extremely 
repetitive, making for an easily vectorized code. 
A recent study using particle tracking is that reported by 
Tompson et al. [1988]. These authors review in detail the 
theory outlined above, including the multidimensional 
forms of the functions a and b in (24) which are appropri- 
ate for simulations of solute transport for both saturated 
and variably saturated flows. The simulations of Tompson 
et al. [1988] were aimed at evaluating stochastic theories, 
as discussed elsewhere in this review. To that end, flow in 
a heterogeneous domain was generated by using the 
large-scale flow simulator of Ababou et al. [1988], 
developed for the Cray-2 supercomputer. Ababou et al. 
[ 1988] used the strongly implicit procedure, a less efficient 
forerunner of the PCG method, to solve their linear 
systems of equations [Meyer et al., 1989]. Tompson et al. 
[1988] did not discuss the specific algorithm design or 
computer used in their simulations. Their code, however, 
is designed to track many thousands ofparticles on grids of 
up to 10 7 nodes. Simulations f this kind are possible only 
on supercomputers. 
Another example of the particle-tracking method, 
although not supercomputer based, was presented by 
Illangasekare and DOll [1989]. These authors developed a 
model of reactive solute transport based on the discrete 
kernel [Illangasekare and Morel-Seytoux, 1978] numerical 
solution of the vertically averaged flow equation. A 
particle-tracking scheme was implemented to model solute 
transport. Following Garder et al. [1964], solute particles 
were moved deterministically through the system in 
response to the local driving groundwater velocity. The 
concentration i  each computational cell was determined 
by areal averaging assuming the particles covered an area 
rather than a point location. Within each cell an explicit 
finite difference solution of the solute transport equation 
gave concentration changes to a number of processes, 
including dispersion, sorption, and mobile-immobile 
region exchange. The areal averaging scheme was very 
effective in removing the problem of noisy solute 
concentrations. 
Numerical Solutions 
Conventional solutions based on the governing equa- 
tions of flow and solute transport are more common. It 
seems that most applications, including those discussed 
below, use the assumption of a dilute solute, so that the 
governing equations may be treated separately. 
Perhaps the most elaborate solute transport model yet 
developed and implemented on a supercomputer is the 
DYNAMIX code [Liu and Narasimhan, 1989a]. This is a 
multidimensional, multispecies, reactive chemical 
transport model that includes the transformation 
mechanisms: acid-base aqueous complexation, oxidation- 
reduction, precipitation-dissolution, and kinetic mineral 
dissolution. The code represents he influence of super- 
computers in enabling modeling efforts that move away 
from the simple distribution coefficient (Kd) approach to 
modeling adsorption/desorption reactions [Liu and 
Narasimhan, 1989a]. This version of DYNAMIX updates 
the model of Narasimhan et al. [1986]. The transport 
model will handle large numbers of chemical components, 
species, and phases. The numerical solution of the model 
requires solving a set of multidimensional transport 
equations, one for each chemical component, and a set of 
thermodynamic equilibrium chemistry equations. An 
explicit finite difference scheme is used to solve the 
transport equations. The thermodynamic equations form a 
nonlinear algebraic system solved by using the Newton- 
Raphson method. Within each element of the numerical 
grid, complete mixing of the aqueous chemical species is 
assumed. 
Example problems olved by DYNAMIX are given by 
Liu and Narasimhan [1989b]. After favorable comparison 
of DYNAMIX to the one-dimensional codes of Walsh et 
al. [1984] and Carnahan [1986], Liu and Narasimhan 
[1989b] performed a simulation of solute transport from a 
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contamination site. The reactive trace elements selenium 
and arsenic were included. Their 30-year simulation 
period showed that both chemicals were strongly retarded 
in the subsurface. The total CPU time needed was 3.4 
hours on a Cray X-MP/14. The code does not take 
advantage of the Cmy's vector speed capabilities. 
Rewriting computationally intensive portions of the code 
to allow vectorization would likely lead to substantial 
improvements in the CPU time used. 
A model that explicitly makes use of supercomputer 
characteristics in algorithm selection was developed by 
Chiang [1985] (cf. Chiang et al. [1989]). The code was 
developed to model pumping-induced flow and con- 
taminant transport in a two-dimensional domain. The 
model uses a modified method-of-characteristics procedure 
to solve the governing equations. Example simulations 
included transport in domains having a random hydraulic 
conductivity field. Realizations of the latter were devel- 
oped by using the turning bands method [Mantoglou and 
Wilson, 1982]. The name "turning bands" denotes an 
algorithm that generates correlated random variates on a 
group of lines passing through a point. A two- or three- 
dimensional random field, with a predefined correlation 
structure, is derived from a series of orthogonal projections 
from the group of lines. Tompson et al. [1989] report on 
the method's performance and efficiency. Chiang [1985] 
selected the PCG algorithm to provide the necessary 
numerical solution to the linear system of equations. It 
was concluded that the code developed was efficient, 
accurate, and capable of modeling transport in systems 
with rapidly varying hydraulic onductivity fields. 
Frind et al. [1989] report a three-dimensional simula- 
tion of transport of organic solutes undergoing aerobic 
biodegradation. They model a saturated groundwater 
system in which the solute transport process is described 
by a nonlinear, coupled set of equations, one for the 
contaminant and one for dissolved oxygen. The dual- 
Monod equation [Borden and Bedient, 1986] is used to 
model the growth of the microbial population. By 
formulating the numerical model to produce a symmetric 
coefficient matrix, the PCG solution method could be used 
effectively. A 24 x 10 3 node simulation ver 155 time 
steps (300 days) took about 2 hours of CPU time on a Cray 
X-MP/24. The authors concluded that comparable 
two-dimensional simulations were to be avoided, as 
oxygen availability was markedly affected by problem 
dimensionality. 
Sudicky [1989a] considered the transport of a dilute 
solute in a steady, nonuniform, two-dimensional flow field. 
The spatial derivatives were discretizecl by using the 
Galerkin finite element procedure. Instead of using a finite 
difference procedure for the temporal derivative, Laplace 
transforms were used. The Laplace-transformed problem 
was shown to not suffer from the numerical dispersion 
problems associated with other methods. The Crump 
[1976] algorithm for numerical inversion of the Laplace- 
transformed solution can be used to calculate the time 
domain solution from a single set of Laplace domain 
solution values. Sudicky [1989b] extended the application 
of the method to the case of fractured porous formations. 
In the case of the traditional finite difference approxima- 
tion of the temporal derivative, numerical difficulties arise 
because of the large differences between the rapid 
advection-dominated transport in the fractures and much 
slower diffusional flux into the porous matrix. Sudicky 
[1989b] combined the Laplace transform method with 
ORTHOMIN .acceleration for the rapid solution of the 
algebraic system of equations derived from application of 
the Galerkin procedure. The combined procedure was 
shown to be very efficient and accurate. A 30,651-node 
simulation of downward seepage of solute in a medium 
containing several thousand fractures took 72 s on a Cmy 
X-MP/24 to obtain solute distributions valid for all times 
of interest. By using algorithms especially suited to vector 
supercomputers, Sudicky has developed a code capable of 
simulating very large, field scale transport problems. 
Evaluating Stochastic Solute Transport Theory 
As mentioned already, the data base from the Borden 
aquifer transport experiment has been used to evaluate the 
predictions of stochastic solute transport heory. Both 
Freyberg [1986] and Naff et al. [1988] compared theoreti- 
cal predictions of the vertically averaged tracer plume 
dispersivity with those estimated from experimental data 
and found excellent agreement. Garabedian et al. [1988] 
analyzed reactive solute data from field experiments 
conducted at Chalk River, Ontario, and Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, using theory developed on the assumption 
that both the flow field and the solute retardation factor are 
random. Again, only the plume variance was evaluated. 
Following the success of the two-dimensional Dagan 
[1984] model in predicting the spread of the vertically 
avemgecl tracer plume at the Borden site, Barry et al. 
[1988] checked whether or not the actual plume concentra- 
tions conformed with ensemble mean concentrations. The 
theory was used to predict solute plumes by using the 
measured plume from a number of different samplings as 
initial conditions and then comparing the predicted and 
measured plumes at later times. The data analysis and 
generation of the predicted plumes, which involved 
integrating the initial condition numerically, were carded 
out using a vectorizecl code on a Cmy X-MP/48. It was 
found that the model predicted the measured plume quite 
accurately on relatively short time scales, becoming 
progressively worse with increasing elapsed time. 
However, the assumptions necessary in the data analysis 
made equivocal any comparisons of model-predicted and 
measured plumes. 
The ensemble approach has led to elegant analytical 
results, but as discussed by Dagan [1987], they cannot be 
applied unless certain conditions are met. A demonstration 
of the possible differences between separate plume 
realizations is given by Frind et al. [1987]. These authors 
use a two-dimensional vertical slice model of an aquifer 
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with a hydraulic onductivity field that reproduced the 
estimated low-order statistics of the Borden aquifer. The 
random hydraulic conductivity field was produced by 
using the turning bands method. The local water fluxes, 
and hence velocities, were computed using the "principal 
direction technique" [Frind, 1982c; Frind and Pinder, 
1982]. The computed velocities in turn were used in the 
solution of the solute transport equation. Two simulations 
were performed, one of which used a spatial grid of 106 
elements. It was clearly demonstrated that local variations 
in the local hydraulic conductivity dominate plume 
movement, particularly at early times. The short-term 
behavior can have persistent, long-term effects. The 
simulation of Frind et al. [1987], which used 10 hours of 
CPU time on a Cray X-MP/48, revealed the formation f 
two subplumes due to the initial placement of the solute 
source in a region of rapidly varying conductivity. The 
initial vertical dimension of the plume was only a factor of 
3.5 times the vertical correlation scale of the In (K) field. 
As discussed by Dagan [1987], the initial condition 
dimension must be much greater than the characteristic 
length scale of the conductivity heterogeneity for the 
ensemble approach to be valid. That the factor of 3.5 used 
by Frind et al. [1987] was insufficient for ensemble 
averaging to apply indicates the importance of considera- 
tions of scale in the application of the analytical theory. 
Other, similar simulations reported by Sudicky et al. [1990] 
demonstrate that in many cases, less dramatic results are 
obtained. For example, Sudicky et al. [1990] discuss 
simulations in which the solute plume approaches a 
Gaussian distribution, as predicted by stochastic theory. 
Sudicky et al. [1990] go on to consider the transport of a 
biodegradable solute in a heterogeneous porous medium. 
In this case there are three nonlinear governing equations, 
one each for the solute, the available oxygen, and the 
microbial population [MacQuarrie et al., 1990]. The 
behavior of the plume is quite different. If the biodegrada- 
tion rate is large enough, then the plume will tend to 
decrease in size. For this reason, the plume will encounter, 
and be influenced by, only a small portion of the 
groundwater velocity field. Under these conditions, 
plumes resulting from different realizations will not 
necessarily converge very rapidly to those predicted by 
ensemble averaging of the governing equations. More 
comprehensive simulations presented by MacQuarrie and 
Sudicky [1990] show in detail that biodegradable solute 
plumes evolve differently than plumes composed of 
nonreactive solutes. In particular, it is suggested that the 
scale dependence of the plume dispersivity, which is well 
documented for field scale transport of tracer solutes 
[Gelhar, 1986, Figure 12], does not apply in the case of 
biodegradable, organic solute plumes. 
The appropriateness of ensemble averaging was 
investigated also by Black and Freyberg [1987], who 
simulated solute transport of an ideal tracer in a perfectly 
stratified aquifer consisting of homogeneous layers. The 
hydraulic conductivity was assumed to vary transverse to 
the direction of flow (and layering). Generation of the 
synthetic onductivity field involved a significant comput- 
ational Cost, as it involved the numerical solution of a 
nonlinear algebraic system ofequations. The perfectly 
stratified aquifer, although certainly unrealistic physically, 
is useful because it tends to represent a "worst case" 
scenario for ensemble averaging. An interesting result of 
the simulations was that the concentration uncertainty 
tends to increase with decreasing ensemble mean 
concentration. 
Black [1988] extended the one-dimensional approach to 
a vertical slice, two-dimensional model. The turning bands 
method was used to generate realizations of the In (K) 
field. The turning bands method requires the generation of 
numerous one-dimensional correlated fields. Unlike most 
previous investigators who used the method of Shinozuka 
and Jan [1972] for this task, Black and Freyburg [1990] 
present an alternative dalled the "matrix-factorization 
moving average" method. The method, which was 
implemented on a Cray X-MP/48, was shown to be both 
more efficient and more accurate than that of Shinozuka 
and Jan [1972]. After generation of the two-dimensional 
correlated hydraulic conductivity field, steady flow 
conditions were produced. Particle tracking was then used 
to simulate the transport of a solute plume. It was shown 
that as the "vertical multiplicity," i.e., the ratio of the 
vertical length dimension of the system to the vertical 
correlation scale of the In (K) field, increases, the mean 
distance traversed by the plume increases because of the 
reduced influence of low-conductivity regions. Also, 
under these circumstances the concentration uncertainty 
tends to decrease. 
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 
No doubt other supercomputer applications, apart from 
those discussed here, are worthy of mention. On the other 
hand, the topics covered serve to illustrate possibilities for 
supercomputer applications. Also, the mechanisms for 
realizing some degree of the available computational 
performance in the solution of algebraic systems of 
equations have been discussed in some detail. In general, 
choosing algorithms suited to the class of computer being 
used can well have a large payoff for relatively little effort. 
Researchers with access to supercomputers naturally want 
to make use of existing codes as rapidly as possible. It has 
been pointed out already that although codes may mn with 
little or no modification on different machines, including 
supercomputers, thespeedup in execution times expected 
may not occur without modifying the code. There is ample 
evidence that codes optimized for scalar machines will not 
achieve high computational rates on current machines. 
The vast majority of scientific codes are written in the 
FORTRAN language. "Standard" FORTRAN 77 is not 
well suited to vector or parallel machines, and manufac- 
turers have introduced extensions to allow machine 
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features to be exploited. For example, Pelka and Peters 
[1986] demonstrate the usefulness of the Cray's 
GATHER/SCA•R feature for vectorizing finite element 
solutions of the groundwater flow equation. The research 
of Sudicky and coworkers cited above and that of Meyer et 
al. [1989] demonstrate the very substantial speedups that 
can be gained in a wide class of transport problems. The 
development of more sophisticated compilers will reduce 
the need for special programming of codes. In the 
meantime, if researchers are to realize supercomputer 
computation rates, they will profit by (1) choosing suitable 
algorithms and (2) rewriting portions of their code. On 
vector machines like Crays, available timings show that 
linear systems of equations are most efficiently solved by 
preconditioned conjugate gradient-type algorithms. If an 
existing code is being transferred to a supercomputer, a 
very useful exercise is to time the various tasks performed. 
It often happens that most of the total CPU time is devoted 
to performing only small sections of the code. Large 
speedups will result by making sure that these small 
sections vectorize as much as possible. 
Besides fast computation rates, supercomputers are 
often linked with other facilities or have other features that 
make possible new ways of going about research. 
Accessible memory on supercomputers i generally vast 
compared with that of usual mainframes. Visualization 
makes possible ways of viewing processes or results that 
cannot be achieved otherwise. A typical case is that of a 
graphics workstation connected to a supercomputer. 
Results of a simulation can then be viewed directly. 
Alternatively, slides or movies can be generated. 
In this review an attempt has been made to link aspects 
of solute transport-related research and modeling that 
appear, on the surface, to link some rather disparate 
scientific threads. The common denominator, of course, is 
supercomputer applications. This situation is just as it 
should be: solute transport encompasses both the physics 
of flow in heterogeneous media and complex chemical 
reactions and mixing processes over multiple temporal and 
spatial scales. Diverse mathematical tools and analyses are 
necessary to elucidate the behavior of specified systems. 
The role of a supercomputer should be as another special- 
ized instrument hat can be called upon as necessary. It is 
emphasized that there are a wide variety of circumstances 
in which supercomputers will aid in yielding valuable 
insight. One instance where this has occurred is the 
macroscale behavior of a biodegradable, organic solute 
plume. MacQuarrie and Sudicky [1990] report supercom- 
puter simulations that illustrate the significant differences 
between this type of plume and the well-studied case of an 
ideal tracer plume. In the latter case, both field experi- 
ments and numerical simulations indicate that under 
known conditions a reasonably accurate macroscopic 
description of the plume is possible. Biodegradation 
effectively limits the spatial domain sampled by the plume 
with the result that a macroscale description does not 
appear tenable on realistic time scales. 
Dagan [1986], in his review of stochastic flow and 
solu•te transport heory, noted the vigorous growth in the 
number of research papers devoted to stochastic modeling 
of groundwater flow published in Water Resources 
Research. In retrospect, this surge in publications is 
entirely reasonable given the applicability of the theoretical 
approach to modeling fluid transport in heterogeneous 
permeable formations. Supercomputers offer another 
potentially valuable avenue for the understanding and 
resolution of solute transport problems. Their rapidly 


























known function in the Langevin equation. 
square coefficient matrix. 
known function in the Langevin equation. 
vector of known quantifies. 
solute concentration, M L -3. 
concentration corresponding to maximum 
density, M L -3. 
initial concentration, M L -3. 
cO, M L -3. 
ensemble mean of c, M L -a. 
sum of residuals. 
solute dispersion te sor, L 2 T 4. 
dispersion coefficient along the i axis, i = 1, 2, 3, 
L 2 T q. 
macrodispersion c efficient along the i axis, i = 
1, 2, 3, LZT -•. 
reduced solute dispersion te sor (=D/n), L 2 T 4. 
location vector, L. 
army of independent variables. 
arbitrary scal• function. 
gravitational cceleration vector (magnitude g) L 
T-2. 
distance function. 
generalized "distance" function. 
distance function dependent on separation only. 
scalar version of k, L 2. 
permeability tensor, L 2. 
hydraulic conductivity, L T 2. 
hydraulic onductivity ensor, L T q. 
function i (4) to be Specified for a given solute. 
the ijkth raw spatial moment, ML i L j L k. 
mass of salt. 
total mass (solute plus solven0. 
porosity of the porous medium. 
number of experimental measurements. 
number of locations. 
number of parameters. 
dimension of A. 
number of particles in a particle-tracking 
simulation. 
thermodynamic pressure of the fluid, M L -• T -2. 
reference pressure, M L -• T -2. 













probability density function. 
vector of parameters. 
estimate of P. 
element of P,j = 1,. ß., n. 
volumetric flow rate of flt•id sources or sinks per 
unit volume of porous medium, T-•. 




residual vector in the PeG algorithm. 
temporary residual vector. 
scalar speed. 
cross-validated sum of squares. 
Fourier transform of the stationary solute drift 
velocity covariance function along the i axis, i = 
1, 2, 3, L5 T -2 .
specific storafivity, L -1. 
time, T. 
relaxation parameter. 
distance along the ith axis in an orthogonal 
coordinate system, L. 
velocity (magnitude v), L T q. 
variance operator. 
total volume. 
vector of unknowns. 
compressibility coefficient of the solute, L T 2 M -1. 
coefficient of solute mass fraction in density 
formula (3). 
empirical density difference coefficient. 
density coupling coefficient. 
volumetric water content. 
wave number vector in Fourier domain, L -1. 
element of •, L -1. 
fluid dynamic viscosity, ML -1 T -1. 
mean plume position along the ith axis, L. 
the ijkth central moment, L iL • L t•. 
reference dynamic viscosity, M L -1 T -1. 
white noise process. 
fluid mass density, ML -•. 
reference value of fluid mass density (e.g., fresh 
water), M L -3. 
mass concentration f solute component, M L -3. 
mass concentration f water, M L 4. 
freshwater hydraulic head, L. 
solute mass fraction, p•/p. 
reference solute mass fraction, p9p. 
spatial del operator, L -1. 
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